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Abstract—In this correspondence, we present a new universal entropy
estimator for stationary ergodic sources, prove almost sure convergence,
and establish an upper bound on the convergence rate for finite-alphabet
finite memory sources. The algorithm is motivated by data compression
using the Burrows–Wheeler block sorting transform (BWT). By exploiting
the property that the BWT output sequence is close to a piecewise sta-
tionary memoryless source, we can segment the output sequence and esti-
mate probabilities in each segment. Experimental results show that our al-
gorithm outperforms Lempel–Ziv (LZ) string-matching-based algorithms.

Index Terms—Block sorting, Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT), en-
tropy estimation, piecewise stationary memoryless source, tree source.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since Shannon’s initial work on the entropy of English text [26],
there has been significant interest in the problem of how to estimate the
entropy of sources whose statistical characterization is unknown.

In the area of entropy estimation for independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) sources, the extension to countably infinite alphabet has
been considered in [1], [36]. It is shown in [36] that, for the class of dis-
crete memoryless sources with a countable alphabet and finite entropy
variance, i.e., E[(� log

2
P (Z))2] < 1, there can be no universal es-

timator that converges at a rate faster than O(1=(log
2
n)1+�) for all

sources and any � > 0. Furthermore, both the Lempel–Ziv (LZ) string
matching estimator and the plug-in estimator achieve the convergence
rate O(1= log2 n). In [21], it is pointed out that in the undersampled
regime, i.e., the alphabet size is comparable to n, the plug-in estimator
can be contaminated by the bias, although the variance converges to
zero fast. Hence, an entropy estimator aimed at simultaneously mini-
mizing bias and variance is proposed and its application in neural sci-
ence shown in [21]. In the setting of high-dimensional i.i.d. sources,
the minimal spanning tree approach is proposed in [11] as an alterna-
tive entropy estimator.

Entropy estimators for sources with memory are often related to uni-
versal data compression algorithms. The entropy estimator introduced
in [35] was motivated by the LZ data compression algorithm. The basic
idea is to find the longest string pattern that has occurred previously in
the sequence of length n. The length of this longest string is denoted by
Ln. The corresponding estimator is Hn = log2 n=Ln. This universal
estimator converges to the entropy in probability for all stationary er-
godic processes [35].1 Faster convergence can be achieved by an av-
eraging procedure [15], [22], [27], which basically averages longest-
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string-matching lengths attained from different starting points. Conver-
gence of the averaging algorithms is proved under an additional condi-
tion on the memory structure of the source, namely, the Doeblin condi-
tion (see [15], [22], [27]). A context tree weighing- (CTW)-based esti-
mator is used in [9]. Other universal data compression methods, such
as bzip [24] or irreducible grammar-based codes and their grammar en-
tropies [14], [37] can also be used for entropy estimation.

Reference [28] analyzes an empirical entropy estimator, which com-
putes the empirical distribution q̂k(n) of k(n)-blocks and then takes
H(q̂k(n))=k(n) as an estimate of the entropy. It is proved in [28 (The-
orem II.3.5)] that if k(n)!1 as n!1 and k(n) � logj�j n, then
the empirical entropy estimator converges to the entropy almost surely
for any stationary ergodic processes.

Recent applications of entropy estimation include DNA sequences
[16], [23], neural spike trains [9], [29], [19], and image processing [12].

Our new entropy estimation algorithm is motivated by data compres-
sion using the Burrows–Wheeler (or block-sorting) transform (BWT)
as a preprocessor [5]. A variety of compression algorithms with linear
complexity (by using a suffix tree data structure [18]) have been pro-
posed recently using the BWT as a front end followed by modules such
as move-to-front, run-length coding, and adaptive Huffman coding.
The properties of BWT-based compression algorithms have been an-
alyzed in [8], where a proof of universal optimality is given. The ac-
tual performance on real data has been shown to be quite competitive
compared with the LZ algorithm, and embodiments such as bzip are
quickly becoming popular. As shown in [8], the BWT output sequence
of a tree source is close to a piecewise stationary memoryless source.
This property is exploited in our algorithm to allow estimation of the
entropy without the need to know the memory structure of the sources.

We establish an upper bound on the convergence rate for finite
memory sources with the property that the conditional probabilities of
a symbol, given all the past observations, depend only on no more than
a fixed number d of contiguous past observations. Hence such sources
can be viewed as dth-order Markov sources. However, a Markov
model with j�jd states (where j�j is the alphabet size) may not be
particularly efficient as there may be equivalent states having identical
conditional probabilities. This problem has been addressed in [33],
where tree sources were introduced. Tree sources are finite-alphabet,
finite-memory sources, defined by: i) an alphabet set �; ii) a finite
set of states S, that is, a complete and suffix-free subset of sequences
of maximal length d; and iii) conditional probabilities for each state.
The current state is a unique suffix of the last d symbols that is in
S. In a tree representation, each branch is labeled with a symbol
from the alphabet set; the sequence from a leaf to the root is the
past observations (with the symbol closest to the root being the last
observation). Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence from
the states to leaf nodes, which may have different depths.

The following notation and definitions are used throughout the cor-
respondence. Denote the realization of length n by zzz = zn, and the
probability measures of the source by q. The entropy rate can be ex-
pressed as

H(q) = lim
n!1

1

n
E log2

1

q(Zn)
(1)

= lim
n!1

1

n
� 2�

q(�n) log2
1

q(�n)
(2)

= lim
n!1

�
1

n
log2 q(Z

n) a.s. (3)

Equation (1) is the definition of entropy rate. Equation (3) is the
Shannon–McMillan–Breiman theorem, and it holds for all stationary

ergodic sources in the sense of almost-sure convergence. In the case
of finite memory sources which have the Markov property, we have

H(q) =
s2S

q(s)
�2�

q(�js) log2
1

q(�js)
: (4)

This immediately suggests an empirical distribution plug-in scheme
for entropy estimation in the case where the source memory length is
known.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
our algorithm for entropy estimation. Convergence results are proved
in Section III. We also develop an alternative entropy estimator based
on data compression algorithms that use statistical context modeling
in Section IV. Finally, experimental results are presented in Section V.
Experiments on randomly generated binary tree sources show that the
speed of convergence of our algorithm is much faster than that of the
LZ-based methods.

II. ALGORITHM

A. The Burrows–Wheeler Transform (BWT)

1) Description of the BWT: The BWT is a reversible block-sorting
algorithm [5]. It operates on a sequence of n symbols, produces all
n cyclic shifts of the original sequence, sorts them lexicographically,
and outputs the last column of the sorted table as well as the loca-
tion of the original sequence in the sorted table. Alternatively, a unique
“end-of-file” symbol— “$” is appended, and the sorting assumes that
“$” is the last symbol in the alphabet set. Then the BWT of the orig-
inal sequence is the last column of the sorted table. This transform is
uniquely invertible. The location of the “$” indicates the location of
the original sequence in the sorted table. For example, if the original
data sequence is “banana,” then the cyclic shifts and the alphabetically
sorted table are shown in Fig. 1.

By sorting the rows alphabetically, cyclic shifts that begin with the
same sequence are grouped together, and the BWT outputs the symbol
that precedes the sequence in each row. Thus, performing the BWT on
the reversed data sequence groups together symbols with a common
past context. For finite-memory sources, this process groups together
symbols in the same state, and with the same conditional distribution.
2) Output Distribution of the BWT: The output distribution of the

BWTwas studied in [8], [31]. It was shown that if the input is stationary
ergodic, then the normalized divergence between the output distribu-
tion and a piecewise stationary memoryless distribution vanishes as the
length of the input sequence goes to infinity.

The properties of the BWT output distribution from [8], [31] suggest
an efficient way to estimate entropy. Note that if the sources are known
to be i.i.d., we can simply estimate the distribution empirically and plug
the estimates into the formulas for entropy. What if the sources are
known to be piecewise i.i.d.? We could locate the transitions and apply
the method for i.i.d. sources to each segment as shown in Fig. 2.

B. New Entropy Estimator

A basic task of our entropy estimator is to estimate conditional em-
pirical distributions. The “context sorting” properties of the BWT dis-
cussed in Section II-A suggest a method to estimate these conditional
distributions based on segmentation of the BWT output.

As shown in Fig. 3, our algorithm has four steps.

a) Run the BWT on the reversed sequence. Note that in contrast with
applications of the BWT in data compression, we do not need
to perform the inverse BWT. Hence, the use of the end-of-file
character “$” (or the pointer to the original sequence in the sorted
table) is not necessary.
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b) Partition the BWT output sequence into Tz segments. The seg-
ments need not have equal length. Segmentation strategies are
discussed in Section II-C. As we will see, the uniform segmenta-
tion strategy where the segments have equal length is often quite
effective.

c) Estimate the first-order distribution within each segment. We de-
note the number of occurrences of symbol a in the jth segment
by Nj(a), and the probability estimate of symbol a in the jth
segment by q̂(a; j)

q̂(a; j) =
Nj(a)

b2�
Nj(b)

: (5)

The contribution to the entropy estimate of the empirical dis-
tribution in the jth segment (5) is summarized by

log
2
q̂(j) =

a2�

Nj(a) log2 q̂(a; j): (6)

d) Average the individual estimates. The estimate for entropy is

Ĥ(zn) = � 1

n

T

j=1

log2 q̂(j): (7)

C. Approaches to Segmentation

Segmentation of the BWToutput is required in the entropy estimator.
In this section we describe two approaches. The intuition behind our es-
timator suggests that we want the segmentation to align with the piece-
wise i.i.d. structure of the BWToutput. However, these transition points
depend on the unknown memory structure of the underlying source. A
natural approach is to base the segmentation on the empirical distribu-
tions of the BWT output to try to detect the transitions. The adaptive
segmentation method described in the following is along these lines.
However, from experimental results, a very simple uniform segmen-
tation method performs almost as well as the more complex adaptive
method in most cases.
1) Uniform Segmentation: In uniform segmentation, we simply

partition the BWT output so that each segment contains an equal
number of symbols from the sequence according to which we are
segmenting. Thus, uniform segmentation according to zzz means that
each segment has the same number of symbols from zzz, which we will
denote by w(n).

There is a fundamental tradeoff in the choice of the number of sym-
bols w(n). The segments should be chosen such that those segments
containing transitions are negligible, so we cannot choose the segment
lengthw(n) too large. On the other hand, ifw(n) is too small, then the
probability estimates in each segment will be less accurate. Although
averaging over the segments will mitigate this disadvantage to some
extent, there is a bias in the estimation in each segment which also
plays a role and prohibits too small a segment length. As n ! 1, we
need w(n) ! 1, but not too rapidly so that the number of segments
k(n) = n=w(n)!1. Taking w(n) to grow as

p
n is shown in Sec-

tion III to be a balanced choice.
2) Adaptive Segmentation: For a given tree source, the number of

states is fixed. But in the uniform segmentation scheme above, the
number of equal-length segments k(n) ! 1 as n grows. Thus, we
end up with many more segments than the actual number of states,
even though ideally each segment should represent a different state. To
improve the performance of our estimator, an adaptive segmentation
scheme is described here that attempts to avoid unnecessary segmen-
tation of the BWT output sequence.

The adaptive algorithm estimates the location of the transitions of
the BWT output sequence based on the empirical distribution of the
symbols. The specific algorithm we use for adaptive segmentation is
inspired by the one introduced in [25]. The algorithm uses a two-level

hierarchical scheme to first obtain rough estimates for transition loca-
tions, followed by a second pass that refines the locations of the esti-
mates. In both passes, decisions are made based on local statistics of
the sequence. In this way, the number and lengths of the segments are
adapted to the realization from the source, and this generally results
in the BWT output sequence being divided into segments of different
lengths.

In the first pass, the sequence is partitioned into level-1 blocks of
length k1. The choice of k1 will be given below. For each level-1
block of length k1 (except the two ends), we compute a metric (defined
below) to decide whether a transition occurs in the neighborhood of this
block. The metric compares statistics in the two neighboring blocks on
either side of the block currently under consideration. All those level-1
blocks for which the metric exceeds a threshold are marked for further
consideration.

After all level-1 blocks have been processed for marking, we suc-
cessively retain a subset of the marked blocks as follows. We keep the
marked block that gives the largest value of the metric. Then we elimi-
nate any marked blocks that are within two blocks of this one. Among
the remaining marked blocks, we then select the one that gives the next
largest value of the metric. We keep this block and again eliminate any
marked blocks within two blocks of this one. We repeat this procedure
until all the marked blocks have either been selected or eliminated. The
marked blocks that have been selected will each give rise to one tran-
sition in either the selected block itself or in one of its two neighbors.
The location of the transition will be determined more precisely in the
second pass. This completes the first pass.

In the second pass, for each marked and selected block from the first
pass, we subdivide the block and its two neighboring blocks into sub-
blocks of lengths k0, giving 3k1=k0 subblocks for each selected block.
The choice for k0 will be given below. A transition will be placed in
the center of one of these 3k1=k0 subblocks, determined as follows.
For each of these subblocks, we compute the metric using the statis-
tics in the two neighboring subblocks of length k0. The transition is
placed in whichever of the 3k1=k0 subblocks gives the largest value
of the metric. The segments are defined as the regions of the sequence
between successive transitions.

Let Ml(j) denote the value of the metric computed for the jth
block/subblock in level-l. The metric used in both passes is given by
(see Fig. 4)

Ml(j) Hl(j � 1; j + 1)� 1

2
Hl(j � 1)� 1

2
Hl(j + 1) (8)

where Hl is the empirical entropy for the level-l block

Hl(j) = �
a2�

Nj(a)

kl
log2

Nj(a)

kl
(9)

and

Hl(j; i) = �
a2�

Nj(a) +Ni(a)

2kl
log2

Nj(a) +Ni(a)

2kl
: (10)

This metric is shown to be an asymptotically optimal statistic for
testing whether or not two blocks emerged from the same source [10],
[39]. Due to the concavity of entropy as a function of probability,Ml(j)
defined in (8) is nonnegative. A large value of Ml(j) indicates that
a transition occurs near the level-l block j. The number of segments
T depends on the threshold, the source, and the choice of k1 and k0.
Normally, the threshold will be chosen depending on the length of the
level-1 blocks k1.

The parameters k1 and k0 should be chosen such that k1 = o(n)
and k0 = o(k1). In our scheme, k1 is chosen to be on the order of
(log2 n)

1+�, and k0 on the order of (log2 log2 n)
1+� . Typical values

for the design parameters �, � > 0 in our implementation are between
2 and 3.
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Fig. 4. Two-level block structure.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the convergence of our estimator with
uniform segmentation and obtain conditions on the growth of segment
length for our algorithm. We prove almost-sure convergence of our en-
tropy estimator for any stationary ergodic sources and determine the
optimal segment length for Markov sources in the sense of maximizing
the speed at which the mean-square error goes to zero as the sequence
length goes to infinity. For finite-state Markov sources with known
states, we can use the plug-in estimator. However, plug-inmethods have
difficulty in dealing with sources with unknown memory length. Our
basic strategy is to use the BWT followed by uniform segmentation and
probability estimation within each segment. We prove that our method
works for general stationary ergodic sources, and also obtain an upper
bound on the convergence rate for finite-state Markov sources when
the order is unknown.

A. Entropy Estimator With Uniform Segmentation for Stationary
Ergodic Sources

In the main theorem, we prove almost-sure convergence of our en-
tropy estimator for any stationary ergodic source. Since the entropy is
bounded by log

2
j�j, almost-sure convergence implies convergence in

mean square.
The proof consists of two parts. In the first part, since the BWT sorts

the sequence by context, and the entropy is concave, the lim sup of
our entropy estimate is upper-bounded by the conditional entropy of
any order. In the second part, we argue that the BWT is a reversible
transform, so we can design a data compression algorithm via the BWT
and uniform segmentation. However, the fact that it cannot compress
the source below its entropy leads to a lower bound on the lim inf of
our entropy estimate.

Theorem 1: Let zzz be a sequence of length n generated from a sta-
tionary ergodic source q. Our entropy estimator using uniform segmen-
tationwith segment lengthw(n) = c�n (where 0 <  < 1) converges
to the entropy rate with probability one

lim
n!1

Ĥn(q) = H(q) a.s. (11)

Proof: Let Hm(q) = H(ZmjZ
m�1
0

) be the mth-order condi-
tional entropy. Hm(q) is decreasing in m, and Hm(q) ! H(q), as
m ! 1. Thus, for any � > 0, there existsm, such that

H(q) � Hm(q) � H(q) + �: (12)

Hm(q) is the entropy of the mth-order Markov approximation of the
source, which has j�jm states. Bad segments are defined as those seg-
ments of the w(n)-uniform segmentation, which contain a transition
of the mth-order contexts of the BWT output. At most there can be
j�jm � 1 bad segments. Let Ĥ 0

n;m(q) be a fictitious estimator that
after uniform segmentation throws away bad segments and fuses all

segments in between discarded segments. The estimator then proceeds
within the fused super-segments in the usual fashion. So the difference
of Ĥ 0

n;m(q) and Ĥn(q) is that Ĥn(q) is the average of entropy es-
timates in finer segments and without discarding bad segments. The
contribution of the bad segments to Ĥn(q) (which is discarded by
Ĥ 0
n;m(q)) is no more than C0w(n)j�j

m=n, which is asymptotically
negligible. Here C0 = log

2
j�j is a constant independent of n and m.

Furthermore, due to the fact that entropy is concave, the entropy esti-
mate from a fused segment is larger or equal to the average of entropy
estimates from those single segments making up the fused segment.We
have

Ĥn(q) � Ĥ 0

n;m(q) +
C0w(n)j�j

m

n
: (13)

The fictitious estimator Ĥ 0
n;m(q) is close to ~Hn;m(q), which is

the empirical estimator of order m, since the discarded segments
of length w(n) are asymptotically negligible. Let Nn(b

m) be the
number of occurrences of bm 2 �m in the sequence zzz of length n, and
Nn(a; b

m) be the number of occurrences of bm followed immediately
by a 2 �. N 0

n(b
m) and N 0

n(a; b
m) are the counterparts of Nn(b

m)
and Nn(a; b

m) in the fictitious estimator Ĥ 0
n(q), where a symbol is

not counted if it happens to fall into a bad segment

~Hn;m(q) =�
b 2� a2�

Nn(a; b
m)

n
log

2

Nn(a; b
m)

Nn(bm)

=�
b 2� a2�

Nn(a; b
m)

n
log

2

Nn(a; b
m)

n

+
b 2�

Nn(b
m)

n
log

2

Nn(b
m)

n

Ĥ 0

n;m(q) = �
b 2� a2�

N 0
n(a; b

m)

n
log

2

N 0
n(a; b

m)

N 0
n(bm)

= �
b 2� a2�

N 0
n(a; b

m)

n
log

2

N 0
n(a; b

m)

n

+
b 2�

N 0
n(b

m)

n
log

2

N 0
n(b

m)

n

where the difference of the counts Nn(�) and N 0
n(�) comes from the

discarded bad segments on the two ends of a state, which is no more
than 2w(n). That is,

Nn(a; b
m)� 2w(n) �N 0

n(a; b
m) � Nn(a; b

m)

Nn(b
m)� 2w(n) �N 0

n(b
m) � Nn(b

m):

By the ergodic theorem, we have
Nn(b

m)

n
! q(bm) a.s.

Nn(a; b
m)

n
! q(a; bm) a.s.
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Since w(n)=n ! 0, we have

N 0

n
(bm)

n
! q(bm) a.s.

N 0

n(a; b
m)

n
! q(a; bm) a.s.

Therefore, we have

Ĥ 0

n;m(q)! Hm(q) a.s. (14)

where

Hm(q) = �
b 2� a2�

q(a; bm) log
2
q(a; bm)

+
b 2�

q(bm) log
2
q(bm):

Now Ĥ 0
n;m(q) converges almost surely to Hm(q), which is the en-

tropy of themth-orderMarkov approximation of the stationary ergodic
source. Combining (12)–(14), we have

lim sup
n!1

Ĥn(q) � Hm(q) � H(q) + � a.s. (15)

for any � > 0. Hence,

lim sup
n!1

Ĥn(q) � H(q) a.s. (16)

Next, we prove that

lim inf
n!1

Ĥn(q) � H(q) a.s. (17)

by using an argument analogous to the sample converse in source
coding theory (see [3, Theorem 3.1], [13], [38]) and a connection of the
entropy estimate Ĥn(q) with a lossless data compression algorithm.

Let Ln(Zn) denote the code length (for a prefix code). Let An be
the event that

Ln(Z
n) < log

2

1

q(Zn)
� n� :

Then, by Kraft’s inequality

Pr[An] = Pr
1

n
Ln(Z

n) <
1

n
log

2

1

q(Zn)
� �

=
z 2A

q(zn)

�

z 2A

2�L (z )2�n�

� 2�n�: (18)

Next we design a data compression algorithm as follows.2 For fixed
n, since the BWT is reversible, we can encode Zn by encoding its
BWT output and an integer between 1 and n (indicating the location
of the original sequence in the sorted table). We do the BWT fol-
lowed by uniform segmentation and symbol counting in each segment.
We encode the statistics (the empirical probability for each symbol)
using C log2 n bits per segment (where C is a constant independent
of n), Cn log2 n=w(n) bits in total, which gives C log2 n=w(n) ad-
ditional cost per symbol; followed by the Shannon–Fano–Elias coding
[7] (with a fixed block length w(n)) for each segment with the sta-
tistics for that segment. For each segment, the Shannon–Fano–Elias

2A practical algorithm following this idea was originally proposed in [2].

coder has a total redundancy of no more than 2 bits over the empir-
ical entropy times segment length. So the redundancy per symbol is
less than 2=w(n). Overall, the coding length per symbol is less than
Ĥn(q) + (C log2 n + 2)=w(n). For fixed n, the counts encoded for
the statistics take fixed amount of bits. The Shannon–Fano–Elias code
(with a fixed block length) is a prefix code. Thus, there are no two code-
words produced by our coding scheme (for two different sequence of
length n) such that one is a prefix of the other. It follows from (18) that,
for any � > 0

Pr Ĥn(q) <
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
� �

� Pr
1

n
Ln(Z

n) <
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
� � +

C log2 n+ 2

w(n)

� 2�n(��(C log n+2)=w(n)): (19)

Since w(n) = cn , where 0 <  < 1, we choose � = 1=n=2 in (19)
so that we can apply the Borel–Cantelli lemma. It follows that

Ĥn(q) <
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
�

1

n=2

for finitely manyn almost surely. By the Shannon–McMillan–Breiman
theorem, we have

lim
n!1

1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
= H(q) a.s.

Thus,

lim inf
n!1

Ĥn(q) � H(q) a.s. (20)

Combining (16) and (20) gives the almost-sure convergence in (11).

B. Entropy Estimator With Uniform Segmentation for Finite Memory
Sources

In the next theorem, we specialize to finite-state Markov sources,
and establish the rate of convergence in the mean square sense. We
first prove a lemma on the convergence rate of the empirical estimator
when the set of states of theMarkov source is known. This is equivalent
to the case when we know the exact places of transitions in the BWT
output sequence and segment it accordingly. In the following, we al-
ways assume stationary Markov sources with finite alphabet and finite
order, and the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, with a unique
stationary distribution.

Lemma 1: Let zzz be a sequence of length n generated from a finite-
state Markov source q. Assume the set of states S of theMarkov source
is known. Denote the number of occurrences of state s 2 S byNn(s),
and the number of occurrences of symbol a 2 � in state s byNn(a; s).
Then the empirical estimator

~Hn(q) = �
s2S

Nn(s)

n
a2�

Nn(a; s)

Nn(s)
log2

Nn(a; s)

Nn(s)

satisfies

E ~Hn(q)�H(q)
2

= O
1

n
:

Proof: The empirical estimator ~Hn(q) can be written as

~Hn(q) = �
s2S a2�

Nn(a; s)

n
log2

Nn(a; s)

n

+
s2S

Nn(s)

n
log2

Nn(s)

n
:
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The entropy H(q) can be written as

H(q) = �
s2S a2�

q(a; s) log
2
q(a; s) +

s2S

q(s) log
2
q(s):

The state sequence Si, i = 1; 2; . . . is a Markov chain, and

Nn(s) =

n

i=1

1fS =sg:

Notice that S0i = (Si; Zi), i = 1; 2; . . . also forms a Markov chain.
Since both S and � are finite, we only need to prove that for a finite-
state Markov chain, we have

E
Nn(s)

n
log2

Nn(s)

n
� q(s) log2 q(s)

2

= O
1

n
: (21)

Let

q̂(s) =
Nn(s)

n
:

By the Taylor expansion, we have

q̂(s) log2 q̂(s) = q(s) log2 q(s)

+
1

ln 2
(1 + ln q(s))(q̂(s)� q(s))

+
1

2 ln 2

(q̂(s)� q(s))2

q(s)

� 1

6 ln 2

(q̂(s)� q(s))3

(q(s)(1� �s) + q̂(s)�s)
2 (22)

where 0 � �s � 1. In Appendix A, we shall prove that the moments
satisfy E[q̂(s)� q(s)] = 0,E[(q̂(s)� q(s))2] = O(1=n),E[(q̂(s)�
q(s))3] = O(1=n2), E[(q̂(s) � q(s))4] = O(1=n2), and use the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to deal with the last term in (22). Then,
(21) can be proved by plugging in the moments.

Theorem 2: Let zzz be a sequence of length n generated from a fi-
nite-state Markov source q. Then, the mean-square error of our entropy
estimator using uniform segmentation with segment length w(n) =
c
p
n, for some constant c, satisfies

E Ĥn(q)�H(q)
2

= O
log22 n

n
: (23)

Proof: We follow the same argument in the proof of Theorem 1.
But now we can establish the rate of convergence, since the source is
assumed to be a dth-order Markov source. Thus,H(q) = Hd(q). Bad
segments are segments of thew(n)-uniform segmentation, which con-
tain a transition of states of the BWT output. There are at most j�jd�1
bad segments. Let Ĥ 0

n(q) be a fictitious estimator that after uniform
segmentation throws away bad segments and fuses all segments in be-
tween discarded segments and proceeds with the fused segments. Since
the order d is fixed, the subscript d is dropped in Ĥ 0

n(q). We have

Ĥn(q) � Ĥ 0
n(q) +

C0w(n)j�jd
n

: (24)

Now we show the rate of convergence of the fictitious estimator
Ĥ 0
n(q) for dth-order Markov sources. Suppose ~Hn(q) is the empirical

estimator assuming knowing the set of states S (where jSj = j�jd). By
lemma 1, we have

E Ĥ 0
n(q)�H(q)

2

� 2E Ĥ 0
n(q)� ~Hn(q)

2

+ 2E ~Hn(q)�H(q)
2

=O
w2(n) log22 n

n2
+O

1

n
: (25)

Combining (24) and (25), we have

E Ĥn(q)�H(q)
2

1fĤ (q)�H(q)g

� E Ĥ 0
n(q)�H(q) +

C0w(n)j�jd
n

2

1fĤ (q)�H(q)g

= O
w2(n) log22 n

n2
+O

1

n
: (26)

Next we use the same argument leading to (19), and choose � =
(C log2 n + 3)=w(n)

Pr Ĥn(q) <
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
� C log2 n+ 3

w(n)
� 2�n=w(n): (27)

For Markov sources, we can prove the convergence rate of
� 1
n
log2 q(Z

n) to H(q)

E
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
�H(q)

2

= E
s2S a2�

Nn(a; s)

n
� q(s)q(ajs) log2

1

q(ajs)

2

= O
1

n
(28)

since the sets S and � are finite sets and

E
Nn(a; s)

n
� q(s)q(ajs)

2

= O
1

n

which is proved in Appendix B.
Let Bn be the event that

Ĥn(q) <
1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
� C log2 n+ 3

w(n)

and Bc
n be the complement of Bn. Combining (27) and (28), we have

E Ĥn(q)�H(q)
2

1fĤ (q)<H(q)g

= E Ĥn(q)�H(q)
2

1fĤ (q)<H(q)g B

+E Ĥn(q)�H(q)
2

1fĤ (q)<H(q)g B

� E H(q)� 1

n
log2

1

q(Zn)
+
C log2 n+ 3

w(n)

2

� 1fĤ (q)<H(q)g B + (log2 j�j)22�

= O
1

n
+O

log22 n

w2(n)
: (29)

Finally, (23) is obtained by combining (26) and (29) and the choice
of segment length w(n) = c

p
n.

IV. CONNECTIONS TO DATA COMPRESSION

Entropy estimation is closely related to data compression. In fact, we
can turn a data compression algorithm into an entropy estimator easily.
Most state-of-the-art data compression algorithms, such as prediction
by partial matching (PPM) [6] and CTW [34], use adaptive statistical
methods. The general structure is shown in Fig. 5.We keep the statistics
in a context model, which is a tree-like data structure, and we assign a
probability estimate to the current symbol according to the current con-
text based on the existing model. Then we update the context model to
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Fig. 5. Statistical methods of data compression.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the LZ and the new entropy estimator.

account for the current symbol. For compression, the probability esti-
mates are used in the arithmetic coder. However, instead of using the
compression rate to estimate entropy, we could directly use the loga-
rithm of the probability estimates to estimate entropy.

PPM stores statistics in contexts of different orders and uses predic-
tions on the basis of the longest matching context. In addition, PPM
can be combined with the context algorithm [32] to select the optimal-
order context on which to condition each observed symbol. Recently, a
computationally efficient context algorithm has been proposed in [17],
which is quite attractive since it can be implemented in linear time.
CTW can also be used in entropy estimation. No matter what the actual
model (within a model class) is, the weighting strategy [34] guarantees
that (the logarithm of) the weighted probability tends to (the logarithm
of) the estimated probability according to the actual model, which is
used to estimate the entropy.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 6, we compare our new algorithm with the LZ string-
matching based algorithm [15], where the entropy estimator is based

on the average of longest string-matching lengths as mentioned in Sec-
tion I. The sources we use are randomly generated binary tree sources,
with memory length 11, and 20 states. All the curves plotted are an
average of 100 runs. As shown in Fig. 6, the new algorithm converges
quite fast to the entropy. In contrast, for the data sizes considered, the
LZ based algorithm is not able to offer a good approximation.

In Fig. 7, we compare our new algorithm with the empirical plug-in
scheme using Markov models of different orders. The empirical
plug-in scheme computes empirical conditional probabilities and
stationary probabilities by counting the numbers of symbols emitting
from each state and plugs in the formula, assuming the order of the
Markov sources is known. Even when the memory length is known,
the plug-in scheme does not perform as well as our scheme and suffers
degradation either when it underestimates or overestimates the order.
Fig. 7 also shows that the performance difference for adaptive and
uniform segmentation is insignificant.

In the empirical plug-in scheme, unless prior knowledge is available
about the tree structure of the source, the number of transition probabil-
ities to be estimated grows exponentially with the order of the source.
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Fig. 7. Entropy estimator based on the BWT.

Fig. 8. Entropy estimator based on the BWT/PPM with error bars (sample variance).
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Fig. 9. Mean-square error of entropy estimator based on the BWT/PPM.

Our algorithm has the advantage that it does not require any knowledge
of the memory length or the number of states. Hence, it is suitable for
unknown tree sources.

In Figs. 8 and 9, we compare the algorithm via the BWT and the
algorithm based on the PPM that we outlined in Section IV. In Fig. 8,
we plot averaged estimates of 100 runs with the error bar indicating
the sample variance � of the simulations. Since we use the probability
estimates to estimate entropy in both schemes, neither PPM-based es-
timation nor BWT-based estimation are actual compression rates. The
compression overhead is not included in the estimation and, therefore,
the comparison is fair. In addition, we assume the maximum order of
the Markov source is known in the PPM-based estimator (although
the maximum order is not needed in the unbounded PPM), while the
BWT-based estimator does not use that information. Indeed, if themax-
imumorder used in PPM is not less than the order of theMarkov source,
one can show that the mean square error of the PPM-based estimator
converges to zero at the speed of O(1=n), whereas we guarantee the
convergence rateO(log2

2
n=n) for the BWT-based estimator. In the ex-

periment, both algorithms show similar convergence properties. Even
for large block lengths, the BWT-based algorithm performs very well
compared to the PPM-based algorithm. It is plausible that a faster con-
vergence rate can be shown for the BWT-based estimator.

APPENDIX A

We need to calculate the moments E[(Nn(s) � nq(s))2],
E[(Nn(s)�nq(s))3], and E[(Nn(s)�nq(s))4], whereNn(s) is the
counts of occurrences of state s and q(s) is the stationary distribution
of state s of the Markov chain. We follow the approach in [4], using the
fact that for an ergodic (irreducible and aperiodic) Markov chain, there
exist positive constants  and � < 1, such that jq(n)st � q(t)j < �n

holds for all state s and t and all n, where q(n)st = PrfSn = tjS0 = sg
is the nth-order transition probabilities. Let 1s(i) = 1fS =sg be the
indicator function

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))2

=

n

i=1

n

j=1

E [(1s(i)� q(s))(1s(j)� q(s))]

=

n

i=1

n

j=1

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

=

n

i=1

E 1s(i)� q2(s) + 2
i<j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

= n q(s)� q2(s) + 2q(s)

n�1

d=1

(n� d) q(d)ss � q(s)

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))3

=

n

i=1

n

j=1

n

k=1

E (1s(i)� q(s))(1s(j)� q(s))

� (1s(k)� q(s))

=

n

i=1

n

j=1

n

k=1

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)� q3(s)

� 3nq(s)

n

i=1

n

j=1

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

= n q(s)� q3(s) + 6
i<j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q3(s)

+ 6
i<j<k

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)� q3(s)
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� 3nq(s)

n

i=1

n

j=1

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

= n q(s)� 3q2(s) + 2q3(s)

+ 6q(s)

n�1

d=1

(n� d) q(d)ss � q(s)

� 6nq2(s)

n�1

d=1

(n� d) q(d)ss � q(s)

+ 6q(s)
d+e�n�1

(n� d� e) q(d)ss q
(e)
ss � q2(s)

= n(q(s)� 3q2(s) + 2q3(s))

+ 6q(s)

n�1

d=1

(n� d) q(d)ss � q(s)

� 6q2(s)

n�1

d=1

(n � d)(d+ 1) q(d)ss � q(s)

+ 6q(s)
d+e�n�1

(n� d� e)

� q(d)ss � q(s) q(e)ss � q(s) :

Due to the fact that 1
d=1 d

l(q
(d)
ss � q(s)) converges absolutely, we

have

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))2 = O(n) (30)

and

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))3 = O(n): (31)

Next we show

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))4 = O(n2): (32)

E (Nn(s)� nq(s))4

=
i;j;k;l

E (1s(i)� q(s))(1s(j)� q(s))

� (1s(k)� q(s))(1s(l)� q(s))

=
i;j;k;l

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)1s(l)� q4(s)

� 4nq(s)
i;j;k

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)� q3(s)

+ 6n2q2(s)
i;j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

= �4nq(s)
�
i;j;k

E [(1s(i)� q(s))(1s(j)� q(s))(1s(k)� q(s))]

� 6n2q2(s)
i;j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

+ n(q(s)� q4(s)) + 14
i<j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q4(s)

+ 36
i<j<k

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)� q4(s)

+ 24
i<j<k<l

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)1s(l)� q4(s)

= �4nq(s)
�
i;j;k

E [(1s(i)� q(s))(1s(j)� q(s))(1s(k)� q(s))]

+ 14
i<j

E 1s(i)1s(j)� q2(s)

+ 36
i<j<k

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)� q3(s)

+ n q(s)� q4(s) + 7n(n� 1) q2(s)� q4(s)

+ �18n2 + 12n q3(s)� q4(s)

� 12n2q3(s)

n�1

d=1

(n � d) q(d)ss � q(s)

+ 24
i<j<k<l

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)1s(l)� q4(s)

= 24
i<j<k<l

E 1s(i)1s(j)1s(k)1s(l)� q4(s)

� 12n2q3(s)

n�1

d=1

(n � d) q(d)ss � q(s) +O(n2)

= 24q(s)
d+e+f�n�1

(n� d� e� f)

� q(d)ss q
(e)
ss q

(f)
ss � q3(s)

� 12n2q3(s)

n�1

d=1

(n � d) q(d)ss � q(s) +O(n2)

= 24q(s)
d+e+f�n�1

(n� d� e� f) q(d)ss � q(s)

� q(e)ss � q(s) q(f)ss � q(s)

+ 36q2(s)
d+e�n�2

(n� d� e)(n� d� e� 1)

� q(d)ss � q(s) q(e)ss � q(s)

+ 12q3(s)

n�3

d=1

((n� d� 1)3 � (n� d� 1))

� q(d)ss � q(s)

� 12n2q3(s)

n�1

d=1

(n � d) q(d)ss � q(s) +O(n2)

= O(n2):

Finally, we show that

Ri;j(s) = E
(q̂(s)� q(s))i

(q(s)(1� �s) + q̂(s)�s)
j

(33)

is at most O(1=n), where i � 3, j � 2 and q̂(s) = Nn(s)=n.
Notice that in the Taylor expansion (22), if q̂(s) = 0, then �s =
1 � 1=

p
3. Define event A = fq̂(s) > 0g and Ac = fq̂(s) = 0g.

By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have

E
(q̂(s)� q(s))i

(q(s)(1� �s) + q̂(s)�s)
j

2

� E (q̂(s)� q(s))2i E
1

(q(s)(1� �s) + q̂(s)�s)
2j

� E (q̂(s)� q(s))2i

� 3j Pr[Ac]

q2j(s)
+E 1A

1

(q(s)(1� �s) + q̂(s)�s)
2j

� E (q̂(s)� q(s))2i

� 3j Pr[Ac]

q2j(s)
+E 1A

1

q2j(s)
+

1

q̂2j(s)

= O
1

n2
: (34)
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APPENDIX B

We need to prove that

E
Nn(a; s)

n
� q(s)q(ajs)

2

= O
1

n
: (35)

Notice that S0

1; S
0

2; . . . form a Markov chain with the stationary distri-
bution q(a; s) = q(s)q(ajs), where S0

i = (Si; Zi+1), i = 1; 2; . . .

Nn(a; s) =

n�1

i=1

1fS =s;Z =ag =

n�1

i=1

1fS =(s;a)g:

Then, (35) follows from Appendix A.
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